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Introduction – Climate change and Agriculture
“…adaptation is a fundamental and ongoingactivity in the agricultural sector”1

“Human-induced climate change is expected topush these managed ecosystems beyond theirnatural climatic boundaries”2

Image courtesy of Ivan Bandura, https://unsplash.com/es/fotos/ipaEhqTMT0Y
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Adaptation
Introduction – Multiple perspectives of adaptation

Moser & Ekstrom: “…changes insocial-ecological systems inresponse to actual and expectedimpacts of climate change… canrange from short-term coping tolonger-term, deepertransformations, … more thanclimate change goals alone, andmay or may not succeed...”3

In agriculture:
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Farm scale:Management practices (e.g.,Irrigation4,5, climate-resilient cultivars6,modification planting dates7, nitrogen input5,others8)Land-use scale: Change of production patterns(e.g., transformation between land-use types9,shift in crops cultivated and cultivation sites,investments in R&D10,11, changes in trade flows12)



Introduction – Previous studies and contribution

• Evaluated the individual and combined effect of multiple adaptation strategies usingMAgPIE (Model of Agricultural Production and its Impact on the Environment).
• Used the latest multi-model crop yield impact data generated with CMIP6.
• Included CO2 fertilization effects.
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What is our contribution?



Modeling chain, scenarios and analyses

GeneralCirculation /Earth SystemModels (GCMs)

GlobalGridded CropModels(GGCMs)

Socio-economicassumptions(SSPs)

Climate (RCPs) Biophysical

• Temperature
• Precipitation
• …

• Crop potentialyields
• Water
• Soil

• Population
• GDP
• Bioen. and carbon pricepolicies
• …

• Land-use and crop patterns
• Crop yields (MAgPIE)
• Technological Change factor (TC)
• Self-sufficiency
• Production
• Production costs

6Credit: David Bice © Penn State University islicensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 Credit: © IIASA

Scenarios:SSP1-RCP2.6 (SSP1-NoCC)SSP5-RCP8.5 (SSP5-NoCC)

ESMs:GFDL-ESM4,MRI-ESM2-0,UKESM1-0-LL,MPI-ESM1-2-HR,IPSL-CM6A-LR,

GGCMs:CYGMA1p74,EPIC-IIASA,LPJmL, CROVER, ISAM,LandscapeDNDC,PEPIC, pDSSAT, andPROMET

Results:
• Global effects
• Regionaladaptation
• Adaptation costs



Harmonized GGCM crop yields median values show onlyslight losses due to climate change but high uncertainty
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• There is a large disagreement on the global and regional magnitudeand direction of CC impacts on yields.
• Uncertainty increases with emissions and time. Maize and Soybean hadthe highest variance.
• Median change in aggregated yields for RCP8.5, at the end of thecentury, is around -4%.



Global results - Projections where yields grow lead toreduced input requirements
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• Lower needed cropland expansion thanpreviously reported.
• Climate change impacts on yields arebuffered through rainfed croplandpatterns and TC adjustments.
• Overproduction if the system did notadapt to climate change in optimisticprojections.



Regional results - large disparity in the projected regionaldistribution of impacts
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• Regions with gains in rainfedyields see less benefit fromirrigating land.
• Interdependence betweenlivestock production andcompetition for land.
• Expansion of production withinregions with low land and cropproduction costs in scenarios withoverall losses in yields.

• For optimistic projections, less cropland and TC are needed. Adaptation is alsoimportant for a more cost-efficient and less intensified production system.



Regional results - Climate impacts are experienced mostlyat the local level
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• Crop mixes changes driven by the changes in maizeyields in North America.
• The Sahel, Equatorial Africa, and theMediterranean are particularly sensitive to thechanges in yields.



Adaptation costs range from positive to negative values
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• Uncertainty in SSP1-RCP 2.6highest around 2050. It is relatedto population decrease.
• Differences in costs mostly due toinvestments in R&D and landconversion.
• Regional climate change impactdynamics have a larger effect thanthe global impacts.



Concluding remarks
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• Including CO2 fertilization effects results in lower globalcropland expansion, intensification, and cost than previouslyreported.
• A high level of uncertainty remains at global and local regionalscales. This highlights the importance of increasing andimproving the flexibility of the food system.
• Costs depend more on regional dynamics (climate andsocioeconomic-related adjustments) than global ones.
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Thank you!
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Methodology – Pre-processing of data and analyses
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Details Scenarios



Self-sufficiency



Postprocessing calculation of effects of not adapting

𝑷𝒓𝒊,𝒚 =
𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓

𝒀𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓,𝒚∗𝑪𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓,𝒚∗𝑻𝑪𝒊,𝒚{SSPx-NoCC{GGCM
Combinedeffects

𝑷𝒓𝒊,𝒚 =
𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓

𝒀𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓,𝒚∗𝑪𝒊,𝒘,𝒌𝒓,𝒚∗𝑻𝑪𝒊,𝒚 {SSPx-NoCC{GGCM
Individual effects(TC example){SSPx-RCPy
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Regional input yields



Regional production


